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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF A NEW TYPE OF SUPERSONIC INLET 1 
By ANTONIO FERRI and LOUIS M. NUCCI 
SUMMARY 
A supersonic inlet with supersonic deceleration of the flow 
entirely outside of the inlet is considered. A particular arrange-
ment with fixed geometry having a central body with a circular 
annular intake is analyzed, and it is shown theoretically that 
this arrangement gives high pressure recovery jor a large range 
of Mach number and mass flow and therefore is practical jor 
use on supersonic airplanes and missiles. For some 1I1ach 
numbers the drag coefficient jor this type oj inlet is larger than 
the drag coefficient jor the type of inlet with supersonic com-
pression entirely inside, but the pressure recovery is larger for 
all flight conditions. The differences in drag can be eliminated 
for the design Mach number. 
Experimental results confirm the results of the theoretical 
analysis and show that pressure recoveries of 95 percent for 
Mach numbers of 1.33 and 1.52, 92 percent for a Mach number 
oj 1-.72, and 86 percent for a Mach number of 2.10 are possible 
with the configurations considered. If the mass flow decreases, 
the total drag coefficient increases gradually and the pressure 
recovery does not change appreciably. The results of this work 
were first presented in a classified document issued in 1946. 
INTRODUCTION 
The deceleration of air from supersonic to subsonic :Mach 
numbers is an important problem that is encountered in the 
design of supersonic ram jets and turbojets. The possibili ty 
of the practical use of the ram-jet or turbojet systems for 
airplanes depends to a large extent on the high pressure 
recovery of the air inlet. 
An inlet designed so that all the supersonic part of the 
compression was internal was analyzed in reference 1, which 
showed that high pressure recovery is possible if the Mach 
number corresponds to the design Mach number and the 
mass flow corresponds to the design mass flow. Reference 1 
also showed that the pressure recovery decrea,ses notably 
and abruptly if the Mach number and the mass flow which 
must go into the inlet decrease from the values fixed for 
the design conditions. The external drag which can be 
very small for the design conditions (fig. 1 (a)) changes 
suddenly, also, and becomes very large when the Mach 
number or the mass flow decreases from the values fixed for 
the design conditions because in this case a strong shock 
occurs in front of the inlet (fig. 1 (b)). The pressure recovery 
also decreases rapidly if the Mach number is increa ed in 
comparison with the design Mach number. 
The limitation of the starting conditions fixes the maxi-
mum possible contraction ratio of the diffuser that permits 
the normal shock to enter. A strong shock inevitably occurs 
inside the diffuser in the divergent part and limits the maxi-
mum obtainable pressure recovery. The subsonic losses 
are also large because the strong shock tends to prod uce 
separation. 
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(b) 
(a) Mass flow corresponding to design condition. 
(b) Mass now lower tban value for design condition. 
FIGURE I.-Schematic djagram of aerodynamic phenomena for an inlet with all iowrnnl 
compression with different mass-flow conditions for J.f,=1.7. 
I Supersedes NACA TN 2286, "Preliminary Investigation of a New Typo. of Supersonic Inlet" by Antonio Ferri and Louis M. Nucci, 1951. 
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When the free-stream Mach number is lower than the 
design Mach number and the free-stream Mach number is 
attained by decreasing speed from a Mach number higher 
than the design ::Vlach number, two equilibriwn condition 
are possible and it is po ible to pass from one condition to 
the other with an abrupt "jump" of flow characteristi cs. 
The reason for this jump, which can be dangerous for a 
supersonic airplane, is as follows : If the Mach n umber is 
higher than the design Mach number and the strong shock 
is in ide the inlet, when the free-stream Mach number 
decreases, the limitation of the tarting condition no longer 
exi ts because the strong shock ha passed the minimmn 
section and therefore the con traction ratio can be smaller 
than the fixed value for tarting; the Convel'a ing part of the 
diffu er remain upersonic even though the },/lach number 
is lower than the design M ach number. Thi condition i 
only partly stable, however, and it i po sible to pa abruptly 
from thi condition to the stabl condition having a normal 
shock in front. 'When the internal hock i ncar the mini-
mum ection, if the back Pl'!' sure is incr ased slightly, the 
internal shock jumps out ide the inlet and remains in this 
position because the size of the throat i too mall to permit 
the shock to go in ide again. The pa sage from one equilib-
riuIp. condition to the other pro? uce abrupt changes in 
the values of mass flow, drag, and; pressure recovery, varia-
tions which inerea e if the l.ifI'erencc between the fliaht :i\1ach 
number and the tar ting Mach number increases. 
These phenomena arc characteristi c of the diffu er having 
fixed geometry and internal upersonie compre ion . It is 
therefore natural to think that better r ult can be obtained 
with either variable-geometry diffu ers or diffu er wi th 
external supersonic compression. '- orne work in thi direc-
tion was tarted at Gottingen and wa.s pre ented by 
o watitsch and Bohm (reference 2 and 3). Before the 
Oswatitsch work wa.s known in the United tates, independ-
ent work in thi fi eld wa. begun by the National Aclvi ory 
Committee for Aeronautics u ing d ifferent criteria. orne 
results of thi work arc umma.rized in he present report, 
which wa origin ally i LI ed a a classified document in 1946. 
The problem that 0 wa.tit ch had in mind wa. the de ign 
of an air inlet for mi il s that must operate only at hiah 
Mach number and therefore must have hiah pre. ure 
recovery and low drag in this Mach number range. H e 
therefore chose a compromi e between externa.l and iJ:l ternal 
compression for hi inlet. In his design the disadyantage 
of the type of inlet with all internal compression were re-
duced but not eliminated. For his problem, howev r, th se 
clisadva.ntages did not produce any inconvenience. In the 
ACA work, the probl m was the design of an inlet for a 
super onic airplane, which requires a large operating range 
of Mach number and continuity of flow ph nomena. The 
range of },{ach number was lower than the range considered 
by Oswatitsch. An inlet which had all external uper onic 
compression for the condition of optimum pressure recovery 
was therefore eho en . 
A will be shown in the analysis of this type of inlet , the usc 
of all external supersonic compression gives the following 
advantages and disadvantages in comparison with the pre-
ceding types of inlet: 
Ca) The inlet with constant geometry ea.n operate with high 
pressur recovery for a large Mach numb l' range. 
(b) '1'he inlet does not present di continuities of pressure 
rrcovery for large varia.tions of ma.ss flow. If the mass flow 
is decreased, Lhe drag increases more gradually and is Ie 
than tha t for the other known types of inlet and t,he pressure 
recovery rema.ins high. 
(c) The inlet does not have two stable conditions of equi-
librium for some rn.nge of Mach number. 
(d) The inle is not sensitive to small variations of angle 
of attack. 
(e) The external drn.g, in geneml, i larger becan e a 
Lronger hock must be produced out id In a supersonic 
a.irplane, however, it is po ible to use the external compres-
sion produced by some parts of the airplane independently of 
the type of inlet chosen or, in other word, it is pos ible to 
locate the inlet in a zone in which the flow is decelerated by 
the pI' sence of some part of the airplane. In this case the 
increa e in drag due to the external compre sion of the inlet 
('an be reduced. 
SYMBOLS 
:1' longi tue! inal coordinate of cone 
R mclius of cone 
Xl longitudinal coordinate of cowling 
Hl interna.l radius of cowling 
R2 ex ternal mdius of cowling 
lt1 Mach number 
p pressure 
0, angle of cone of cen tral body 
Os angle of conical shock 
01 cowling-posi tion parameter, angle between axi of inlet 
and straight line that connects vertex of cone with lip 
of cowling (sec 'fig. 2) 
e D. externa.l pre ure-drag coefficient 
eDa a.dditive-drag coefficient 
'P direction of streamline 
Subscripts: 
o initial stagnation conditions 
1 free- tream conditions 
2,3 stations 
j final conditions (stagnation conditions after decelera-
tion into inlet) 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
Aerodynamic design of inlet.- An annular circular inlet 
having a central body was considered for the theoretical 
analysis. Thi arrangement was chosen because it could be 
practically used in front of the fu elage of supersonic airplanes 
or mis iles and becau e a complete theoretical analysis of the 
supersonic part of the flow wa.s possible for a circular inlet. 
For this arrn.ngement an evaluation of the pressure recovery 
that can be obtained in the supersonic part of the compression 
and of the externa.l drag of the inlet is possible, and hence a 
compari on with tbe other types of inlet can be made. 
j 
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The frontal type of inlet permits the avoiding or reducing 
of the interference between shock and boundary layer which 
usually produces separation, interference which can exist 
when the inlet is not of tbe frontal type. Because the aero-
dynamic principle of this inlet does not necessarily involve 
the use of a circular body, it must be possible to apply the 
same principle and obtain similar results with an inlet placed 
on a noncircular fuselage. The practical design becomes 
much more complicated, however, because the phenomena 
cannot .be analyzed theoretically at present. 
The geometrical arrangement analyzed is shown in figure 
2. A central body placed in front of the inlet produces a 
deceleration of the flow so that the flow at the inlet has a 
low supersonic or high subsonic peed. The diffuser has a 
divergent ection and therefore the deceleration from super-
sonic 1fach number to ubsonic Mach number must occur 
with a strong shock. When the pressure at the end of the 
diffuser corresponds to the optimum condition, the strong 
shock is at the lip of the inlet. 
The diffusion losses can be divided into two parts-the 
losses for decelerating the flow from supersonic to subsonic 
rfach numbers and the subsonic losses. The supersonic 
losses depend principally on the losses across the shock waves 
whereas the subsonic losses depend on friction and separation. 
For flight Mach numbers of the order of 1.3 to 2.0 the kinetic 
energy of the flow at subsonic Mach numbers is an important 
part of the total kinetic energy of the flow and therefore the 
subsonic diffuser must be considered in the analysis. 
The losses in the supersonic part of the compre sion depend 
on the losses across the conical shock and the losses across the 
strong shock. The conical compression is very efficient 
because part of the compression behind the conical shock 
occurs isentropically and because the compression occurs 
before the boundary layer is formed on the central body; 
thus the increase of pressure does not affect the boundary-
, ''>'' 
'- ,',---- Strong shock 
'- , 
" 
,_-- Conical shock 
FIOURlI 2.-Arrangement of the inlet considered. 
layer thickness. The shock at the entro.nce is less eHi.cil'.nt 
because it is a strong shock and tends to produce separation 
of the boundary layer; thus the subsonic efficiency is 
decreased. For this reason the conical compression con id-
ered is always a large part of the supersonic compre sion; 
therefore, large cone angles are considered. 
Theoretically it is pos ible to obtain compression in front 
of the inlet more gradually and thus to reduce or eliminfLte 
the los es of the conical compression. In this case, howcnf, 
the boundary layer at the surface of the central body wlder-
goes a strong unfavorable pressure gradient, and the central 
body must be much longer to avoid large external drag and 
to have the envelope of the compression waves ncar the lip 
of the cowling. This condition is necessary to avoid high 
drag, as will be explained later. The phenomena in the 
boundary layer corresponding to the strong shock, for the 
preceding reasons, become more critical and the subsonic 
efficiency can decrease notably. With a body designed for 
gradual compression, it also becomes difficult to avoid 
detached shocks at Mach numbers lower than the design 
Mach number. For this reason large increases of pre ur 
recovery cannot be expected in the Mach numher range con-
iderecl by u ing gradual frontal comprf'ssion and low-drag 
design. Thus, this type of compression is not considered in 
this preliminary inve tigation'. 
Additive drag.- In order to d fine the geometry of the 
inlet, the cone angle and the shape and location of the cowling 
with r espect to the central body must be fixed. For practical 
calculation of the net thrust of a ram-jet or turbojet vehicle, 
the thrust given by the engine and the drag due to the engine 
must be determined; therefore, for efficient operation, the 
geometry of the inlet must be fixed in such a way as to obtain 
high pressure recovery and low external drag. For the type 
of inlet considered, the central-body cone angle is the most 
important parameter affecting the pressure recovery, whereas 
the value of the drag is strongly affected by the shape and 
position of the cowling with respect to the central body. 
In order to describe consistently the properties of super-
sonic inlets with external compression only by means of 
pre sure recovery and external-drag coefficient, a careful 
analysis of what must be called" external drag" is required 
and another drag force must be added to the pressure and 
viscous drags of the external part of the cowling which, in 
the original classified version of this report issued in 1946, 
was called" additive drag." The definition of this drag and 
the reason for its inclusion can be obtained from th~ following 
considerations. 
The thrust due to the engine can be determined by means 
of the impulse-momentum law applied to the strearrL tube 
(fig. 3 (a)) entering the inlet between station 1 in· the free 
stream and station 4 at the exit of the inlet. With this 
definition of thrust, the only value required in order to take 
into account the properties of the inlet is the value of the 
pressure recovery defined as the ratio of the total pressure 
at the end of the inlet (station 3) to the free-stream total 
pressure (stat,ion 1) . 
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If the thrust is defined differently, as for example, by the 
impulse-momentum law between the entrance (station 2) 
and the exit (station 4), the value of the pressure recovery 
r equired in order to determine such a value of the thrust 
would be the pressure recovery between stations 2 and 3. 
For inlets operating in subsonic flow, the pressure recovery 
between stations 1 and 3 is the same as between stations 2 
and 3; whereas for inlets having external compression operat-
ing in supersonic flow, the pressure recovery between stations 
1 and 3 is different ftom the pressure recovery between 
stations 2 and 3. Therefore, for supersonic inlets the value 
of the pressure recovery between stations 2 and 3 would not 
correctly define the inlet characteristics . 
Actually, in subsonic flow, th.e external compression in 
front of the inlet is isentropic and the pressure recovery 
between stations 1 and 3, or between stations 2 and 3, is 
therefore the same. In supersonic flow, however, the two 
values are different because the compression between stations 
1 and 2 occurs with shock waves. 
For the supersonic case, because the pressure recovery is 
usually given by the pressurlj ratio between stations 1 and 3, 
which is the only value that correctly describes the properties 
of the inlet, the definition of external drag consistent with 
the value of the pressure recovery must be that the drag is 
the resultant of the pressure along the surface ABC. The 
surface BC is a physical surface along which the pressure 
can be measured and the resultant of ·these pressure forces 
is a fOFce that is called the pressure drag; the part AB, 
however, is a streamline which represents a fictitious surface 
along which the pressure must also be determined. For 
subsonic flow, the pressure drag along ABCD is zero and all 
the losses are viscous losses that can be determined by a 
momentum measured at C; whereas, in supersonic flow, the 
pressure along AB and along BC are finibe because an increase 
in entropy occurs across shock waves so that the part of the 
drag along AB must also be considered. This point may be 
clarified by the following consideration. Consider the 
streamline ABC (fig. 3 (b)) which divides the entering inlet 
flow from the external flow where B is the entra:;tce of the 
inlet. In supersonic flow, the compression from A to B 
(fig. 3 (b)) produces a shock wave in the external flow which 
produces an increase of entropy also in the external flow. 
Therefore, when the momentum equation is applied to the 
external flow between sections A <Xl and C <Xl , a force is found 
which represents the resultant of the pressure along the 
stream tube denoted by AB and BC and is a function of the 
entropy -increase across the shock waves existing in the flow 
between A <Xl and C <Xl • 
The existence of the additive drag can be visualized if the 
cowling is considered to be extended along stream tube AB . 
In this case the flow inside and outside the inlet does not 
change and is similar to the flow for an inlet with internal 
compression, but the pressure along AB gives a force that 
corresponds to additive drag. This drag is a function of the 
difference in diameter between AA and BB and becomes zero 
when the lip is at points A. In this case the condition of the 
inlet is analogous to that of the inlet with internal compres-
sion and this drag disappears. 
The additive drag as a force is found in this case (fig . 2) as 
the resultant of the pressure forces on the central body. Part 
of the central-body drag is included in the consideration of 
pressure recovery and is given by the difference of th e force 
acting along at the surface OD and from the pressure along 
the surface AB; whereas the force along the surface AB is no t 
included in the value of the preSSUTe recovery. 
Additive drag exists in any case in which supersonic 
external compression which produces shock waves in the 
external flow occurs. For example, as in the case shown in 
figure 4, the drag due to the increase in entropy acro s the 
strong shock corresponds to the resultant of the pressure 
force along the stream tube AB and is found as th e resultant 
of the pre sure force acting on the body placed inside the 
channel. 
In order to eliminate the additive drag, the size and po i-
tion of the central body of the inlet must be such that the 
shock wave OA (fig. 2) is tangent to the cowling at the 
point B. For this case the additive drag is zero . 
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(a) Subsonic free-stream Mach number. 
(b) Supersonic free-stream Mach number. 
FIGURE 3.-Scbematic representation of flow around inlets. 
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FIGURE 4.-Scbematic representation or drag corresponding to increase in entropy. 
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For a given central-body cone angle the lip of the cowling 
can have many positions with respect to the CO'ry1ing that 
can be defined by the angle 01, which is the angle formed by a 
line from the vertex of the cone to the lip of the cowling and 
the cone axis. Thus, in order to decrease the additive drag 
the value of the angle 01 considered for the inlet must be very 
near to the value of the angle of the conical shock O. at the 
maximum Mach number considered. 
The external direction of the cowling at the lip must be 
chosen in such a way as to avoid other external shocks which 
would increase the external drag. Therefore, 'the external 
direction should be as nearly parallel as possible to the free-
stream direction for the condition of supersonic flow at the 
leading edge. Because of the low inlet entering Mach num-
ber, this condition requires that the external direction of the 
lip of the cowling be very close to the direytion of the incom-
ing streamline. The internal part of the cowling must be 
designed in such a way as to avoid a detached shock at the 
lip for the Mach number range considered because a detached 
shock also extends outside of the cowling; therefore, the 
direction must be approximately tangent to the streamline 
and the lip of the cowling must be sharp with a minimum 
possible angle at the edge of the lip. 
Flow conditions at different Mach numbers and for 
different mass-flow conditions.-If the diffuser is designed 
for the maximum operating Mach number, when the Mach 
number is reduced the conical shock angle increases and the 
shock at the lip becomes less intense. Because the length 
of the streamline between the shock and the lip increases, the 
additive-drag coefficient increases. The additive internal 
drag and the maximum pressure r covery that can be 
obtained for a fixed-geometry inlet and therefore for given 
values of Oe and 01 can be determined analytically on the basis 
of cone theory (references 4 and 5). Some results of the 
calculations are shown in figures 5 to 7. In figure 5 the 
additive-drag coefficient is calculated for two values of Oe and 
for different Mach numbers as a function of 01 based on both 
the cowling entrance area and the free-stream tube arell. In 
figure 6 the values of the angle of the shock as a function of 
the stream Mach number for different cones is shown. 
As is shown in figure 5, the additive-drag coefficient in-
creases if the Mach number decreases from the value of the 
Mach number corresponding to the design conditions, if the 
cone angle increases, and if the value of 01 decreases. 
The theoretical maximum pressure recovery that can be 
obtained is shown in figure 7. The values arc determined 
on the assumption that no friction or eparation los e exist. 
For comparison, analogous values determined in reference 1 
for an inlet with internal compression ~re shown. The pre -
sure recovery decreases if the cone angle decreases and 
decreases slightly if the value of 01 increases (other conditions 
remaining the same) because the Mach number at the lip 
of the cowling (points B of fig. 2) increases and therefore 
the average Mach number at the intake increases. The 
variation of the supersonic pressure recovery is gradual and 
for all Mach numbers is higher than the corresponding values 
for the inlet with internal compression. For Mach numbers 
of the order of 2, the differences can be of the order of 15 
percent. 
~2308-53-2 
If the subsonic losses are considered, the value of the 
pressure recovery must decrease notably, The differences 
must be larger for higher Mach numbers and for smaller 
cone angles, because the l\fach number at the surface of the 
cone increases if the free-stream Mach number increases and 
if Oe decreases; thus the shock at the entrance becomes 
stronger and the separation can be more severe. In figure 8 
the Mach number on the cone surface is given for different 
cone angles as a function of the free-stream 1Iach number. 
It can be expected that the subsonic losses for the inlet with 
the central body will be of the same order as the losses for 
the inlet with internal compression. For the inlet with the 
central body tha wetted surfaces are larger and the subsonic 
compression is much stronger (beginning with higher 1Iach 
numbers) but the shock and the corresponding pressure 
graclient at the beginning of the subsonic diffuser arc much 
weaker; therefore, differences of the same order as the theo-
retical values can be expected practically. 
As the "Mach number changes, the direction of the stream-
line at the lip of the cowling remains practically constant 
and therefore no important shocks or expansions occur at 
the lip when the :Mach number changes. , Figure 9 shows 
the direction of the streamline f{J as a function of 01 for 
different ::\Iach numbers and cone angles Oe. 
When the flight Mach number decreases, the maximum 
diameter of the free-stream tube which can go into the inlet 
eleerea e and the amount of the variation of the diameter 
increases when the cone angle ·increases. In the type of 
inlet with internal supersonic compression the diameter re-
mains constant when the Mach number increases in com-
parison with the starting Mach number and decreases if 
the Mach number decreases in comparison with this value. 
In figure 10 the maximmn diameter of the free-stream tube 
corresponding to the internal flow is given as a function of 
the free-stream :Mach number and the cone angle. The 
values for the inlet with internal compression are aJso shown, 
The maximum mass flow which enter the iniet with a 
central body for a given 1fach number and altitude cannot 
be increased wiUlOut changing the geometry of the inlet, but 
it can be decreased with less increase of drag ilian for an 
inlet with internal compre ion and without any change of 
pressure recovery. The variation of the mass flow for the 
inlet with external compression is similar to that of the inlet 
with internal compression at lower l\Iach numbers. If the 
pressw'e at the end of the diffuser is increased, the normal 
shOck is pushed outside the inlet and thq dimensions of the 
free-stream tube which entcl' the inlet decrease. (See fig'. 
11.) When the strong hock moves outside, the pressure 
recovery does not change appreciably becau e the variation 
of ::\1ach number in. front of the shock and therefore the 
variation of the intensity of the shock is very small. The 
strong shock also extends outside, but the intensity is small 
and therefore the variation of external drag is small and of 
different order than for the type of inlet with internal com-
pression. If the variation of mass flows occurs at low Mach 
numbers and the flow at the entrance is subsonic, the varia-
tion of the mass flow must cause the shape of the conical 
shock to change, and the curvature therefore gradually 
increases. 
--- -----------------
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F!ClURE S.-Mach number along surface of the cone as a function of the free·stream Mach number. 
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FIGURE IJ.-Schematic diagram of the flow when the mass fl ow into the inlet is reduced. 
If the angle of attack of the inlet is changed slightly, the 
pressure recovery and the external drag cannot change 
appreciably because the conical-flow phenomena are not 
very sensitive to small variations of angle of attack_ The 
intensity of the shock must increase on the side in which 
the deviation of the stream prod uced by the cone increa e 
and must decrease on the opposite side; therefore, the pres-
sure recovery mu t not change although the external drag 
must. increa e slightly. 
The pressure drag.-In order to have a complete analysis 
of the problem, an estimate of the pressure drag of the 
inlet with external compres ion mu t be made_ B ecause the 
shock produced by the cone is trong, the increase of pressure 
on the external lip of the cowling is large and therefore gives 
the impreRsion that the pre ure drag mu t also be very 
large_ In order to make a compari on and' to obtain some 
criteria for de igning the external part of the inlet, tbe 
pressure distribution was determined for different external 
lip shapes for values of 81 of 42° I1nd 16° at a Mach number 
of 1.65 for a 30° cone. The calculations were made by use 
of the characteristics ystem described in reference 6. 
Because it was nece ary to know the length and tbe 
maximum diameter of the inlet to determine its external 
shape, it possible design wa made by u e of the following 
data. The Mach number at the maximum ection wa 
fixed at 0.24; tberefore, the ratio of the maximum diameter 
to the diameter of the free-stream tube was equal to approxi-
mately 1.5 for a Mach number of 1.65. The length of the 
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cowling wa - cktl'l" lllinud on the 1>11 i of th e' illtpl'JlIlI Jifl'lIsio/l 
and wa fixerl at a valuo of the ordor of 3 dillmotel's . FOt, 
comparison an inlet with internal compression and with th e 
sllme design conditions was analyzed. For overy angle 8 t 
h,-o external shapes wero designod. (ee fig. ] 2.) All 
external shapes for tho inlet with xt ernal compres ion have 
tho samo direction as tho streamline at the lip of th cowling, 
but tho firsL cowling chflllges direct ion gradua lly near Lho 
lip find the'n changes dircct ion rapidly and becomes tangent 
to tho cylind('.[' ,d1('reas the' Reco ncl ha a stro ng variat ion 
of direction (corre pO/lding to t he maximum pos iblo prac-
tic'nil.v) nenr the lip which continue more gradua lly until 
til cowling become tangent to the cylinder at a eli tance of 
Ilpproximatcly 1.5 inlet. diameters. 
The two de ign were fixod on tho basi of tho following 
aerodynamic criteria. The streamline reached the lip of the 
cowling with high pressure and low velocity and made an 
angle with the freo-stream velocity. If it were possible to 
produce a devia tion of expansion at the lip equal 1,0 the 
difference in direction between the free-stream d irect ion 
and the direction of the flow at the lip, the pre ure would 
decrease abruptly and become less than free- trea.m pre ure 
because tho expan ion would occur locally with the two-
dimensional law. In this case the pressure along the cowling 
would later increa e again but the value would remain low 
and therefore the pres -ure drag of the body would be very 
low. Accordingly the first external shape was designed with 
the idea of produ(·ing thti maximum po ible practical 
expan io'n of the flow in such a way as to reduee the pre ure 
to a low value on the external part of the cowling. The 
setond hapc wa de igncd to have Ie xpan ion n ar the 
lip and largel' expansion farther back and the pres ure was 
calculated in order to determine the difference in drag in the 
importance of producing a large expansion near the lip. 
The ordinates for the four cowling shapes considered are 
given in table I. 
Inlet with interna l compression 
-----------------<t-
FiOURE 12.-The external s hapes or tbe inlets with external compression and the inle t with 
internal compression used to determine the pressure drag. 
TABLE J.-EXTER:\:\L l'O\\"Ll:\U (;UU lW1NATEi'i 
8P:D 42° ul=-4lio 
-- -- ----
~hAJlr I I Shape 2 ShApe I I Shape 2 
Xl I R, Xl R, X l R, II R, 
- - ------ ---
._---
U I.llOO Il 1.00 U 1.00 0 I.lloo 
. 05 I. ()J~ . 05 1.020 
· U5 I. 011\ .05 I. 015 
. 10 I. 025 .10 I. 037 .10 I. 032 .10 I. 032 
.1 5 I. 035 .1 5 1.053 .15 I. 047 .15 1.04T 
.20 1. 045 .20 1. Oill .20 l.OC>3 .20 1.1l6~ 
. 2" I. 053 · 25 1.088 · 30 I. OSi .30 I. OlIO 
.30 1.061 
· ~lI I. 100 .40 I. 104 .40 I. II., 
.40 I. 076 .40 I. 120 .50 I. 122 .50 I. 130 
.50 I. 092 
· .>0 I. 14 • (lO 1.13il .60 I. 155 
. fiO I. 101 . W I. 170 .70 I. 100 . 70 I. 173 
. iO I. 11 7 .70 I. 190 
· RO I. 1f>2 . 80 1.1 9 
0 I. no . 80 l. 207 .90 I. 174 .90 1.206 
.90 I. 143 .90 I. 224 1.00 I. J 6 1.00 I. 221 
1.00 I. 157 1.00 I. 242 1.10 I. IllS 1.10 I. 235 
1.10 I. Ifi9 I. 10 I. 259 l. 20 I. 207 I. 20 I. 24H 
I. 20 I. 182 I. 20 I. 273 I. 30 I. 216 1. 30 I. 259 
I. ao I. 193 I. 30 l. 282 I. 40 1.228 I. 40 I. 271 
I. 411 I. 205 I. 40 1.288 1.50 1.23!I 1.50 I. 282 
I. 5U I. 215 I. 50 I. 293 J.60 1.250 I. 60 I. 292 
I.Iill I. 227 I. 60 I. 29 I. 70 1.260 I. 70 I. 302 
I. 71l 1. 238 6.00 I. 298 I. 0 I. 272 I.~O I. 312 
I. U I. 248 1.90 I. 282 1.90 I. 321 
1.00 I. 20S 2.00 I. 29~ 2.00 I. 330 
2. 00 I. 267 2. 10 I. :104 2. 10 1.3 
2. 10 1. 2H 2.20 I. 315 2.20 I. 347 
2.20 I. 282 2. 30 I. 326 2.30 I. 305 
2.30 1.288 2.40 I. 338 2. 40 I. 362 
2. 40 I. 29~ 2.50 I. 34~ 2.50 I. 370 
2. 50 I. 295 2.60 I. 3.17 2.60 I. :li7 
2.(,0 I. 2'".18 2.70 I. 3H3 2. 70 I. 2 
6.00 1. 29 2. 0 I.3foS 2. 80 I. 385 
2.90 I. :m 2.90 I. fi 
3.00 I. 377 3.00 I. 
3.10 I. 3RII 3.10 I. 
3.20 I. :))13 3.20 I. 388 
3.30 l.:lRo 3.3U 1. 388 
3. 40 I.~R7 :1.10 I. 
3. ::0 1.:190 3.50 1. 389 
li.()(1 I. :)90 :1. roo 1. 390 
f) ,OO I. 390 
The results of the calculation a rc summ arized in the 
following table in wh.ich some values for a :'1"ach number of 
2.00 are al 0 indicated : 
Inlet with cxlcrnal compression 
0, =30°, .M=1.65 
I Cn , 
::; hapc 
0,=46° 01=42° 
---------
I O. Ofi4 0. 042 
2 .141 .laJ 
0,=30°, M=2.r.O 
1 I 0.0562 I U.0404 
Jlli('l wil h int('rnal compre-ssion 
(ha\OillJ! 4° inclinalion) 
Mach Cn , Dumher 
1. 65 0.076 
2.00 .064 
The data for Mach number 2.00 have been obtained with 
less accuracv than the values for Maeh number 1.65 but the 
results havoe sufficient accuracy for the analysis. The 
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external drag coefficients are referred to the cowling entrance 
area. As is shown in the table, the values of the pressure 
drag can change appreciably with the external shape. The 
values of the pressure-drag coefficient change slightly when 
the value of 8, changes (the frontal area of the cowling 
increases for the same mass flow when the value of 8, 
increases) but the drag remains small and is of the same 
order of magnitude as for the other type of inlet if the design 
is correct. The variations of pressure drag corrE::sponding 
to the variation of 8, are much smaller than the corresponding 
variations of the additive-drag coefficient. 
For the inlets with external compression it is necessary 
to add to the pressure drag the additive drag, which is given 
in the following table: 
Mach 
CD. (referred to cowling entrance area) 
number 
8,=42° 8,=46° 8,=47.5° 8,=56.3° 
----
I. 65 0. 190 0.112 
"0" 0 2.00 . G91 .195 
----
As is shown, the additive drag is very important; therefore, 
it is necessary to choose the value of 81, on the basis of the 
maximum flight Mach number, very near to the value of 8s. 
The preceding considerations show that for every Mach 
( a ) 
(b) 
(a) M,=I.33 . 
(b) M,=1.52, Li2, and 2.10. 
FIOURE 13.-Design of the installation. 
number there exists a value of 81 equal to the value of 8, 
for which the additive-drag coefficient is zero. It is evident, 
therefore, that the value of the additive drag can be decreased 
notably at 1!{ach numbers lower than the design .Mach num-
ber without changing the value of the pressure recovery if 
an inlet is used that permits some variation of the value of 
81 by moving the position of the central body. 
TEST RESULTS 
Because the theoretical analysis has shown that very 
high pressure recovery must be expected with the arrange-
ment considered, an experimental investigation was made 
to check the results of the calculations. The tests were 
made in an intermittent jet used for tests of compressor 
cascade blades at subsonic Mach numbers, which was trans-
formed for these tests into a supersonic jet. The necessity 
of changes and the scarce air supply that was used simul-
taneously for other experimental installations caused a very 
long period of testing to be required; therefore, the tests 
were concluded long after the theoretical analysis was 
finished. 
APPARATUS AND METHODS 
In order to investigate experimentally the properties of 
diffu ers with external supersonic compression, three models 
were designed for tests in the modified 4-inch cascade tunnel 
at the Langley Laboratory. The cascade tunnel was modified 
in such a way as to permit supersonic tests, and two-
dimensional supersonic nozzles were constructed for obtain-
ing parallel flow in the test chamber. The nozzles were 
made of wood; the surfaces therefore had a degree of rough-
ness and some waves were produced from the small wrinldes 
and porosity on the nozzle sm'faces. These waves were of 
small intensity and therefore were not considered to have 
any effect on the aerodynamic phenomena of the inlets. 
The dimensions of the test chamber were about constant for 
all Mach numbers and were of the order of 4 by 5 inches. 
The air supply was obtained from a high pressure tank which 
permitted the obtaining of relatively dry air and, therefore, 
condensation effects were not important. 
Tests were made at :\lach numbers of 1.33, 1.52, 1.72, 
and 2.10, and a different system of tests was used for the 
different Mach nmnbers. For a ~Ia.ch number of 1.33 a 
completely open jet was u ed and the test-chamber pre sme 
was made larger than atmospheric pressure to avoid choking 
effects. For tests at the higher :\lach numbers, diffusers of 
different shapes were used to avoid large preSSUTe ratios for 
the start of supersonic flow. Figure 13 shows schematic 
sketches of the installation. 
The models te ted had 2-inch diameters at the cylindrical 
part and the Reynolds number of the tests (referred to the 
outside diameter) was of the order of 3.5X 106 for a Mach 
number of 2.10 and increa ed to 4.5X 106 for a 1Iach number 
of 1.33. All the models were designed in such a way as to 
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llHlilltuill tIl(' sam(\ llbsoni(' difl' ll 1."1' shapC' ill o1'd('l' to Hvoid 
the introuuetion of Imothel' pl1rn.metel' in t he lUlnly i , 11Ild 
therefore thr modds wen' mu,de with intt'l'('hnll~t'ubl(' ('Oll('S 
unIt cowlillgs fo l' clulllgillg the gl'OIlH'tl',Y of t ill' 'llpl'l'soni(' 
pl1l' t of the inlL't . Till' llpl'I'soni(' pal't was dl'si~IH'(l so that 
the samp flow conditiolls W('I'(' maintuinl'll ill tht' stlb,.,olli(' 
diffusrl' for t lI (, samp t('st ~[H('h IlllllllH'1' wh el'('ll s thl' Salll!' 
model wus 1I. ed for thl' subsolli c difl'ust' 1' and the Jll!ts,.;-fI O\,-
variatioll syste ll1. (S('t' fi g. 14. ) 
The u,t'rotiYlll1lni c pal'UIll(,tl'l's l'.onsilkl'('(l fol' the mod('\ 
d!'sipls u,rfl hown ill f-i gul't' 15, in which a 'lIlftll sho('" is 
d('sigll('d 011 tht' outsid e of tIll' lip . 'I'h l' sJlOl'k i · producl'([ 
by the lip thu,t was plu(,l'd at an u,ngll' with J'espC' ,t to thl' 
,.;tr('amlil1l' ill th t' test, as will 1)(' explaincd latCI'. III u 
1il.I'g'e-s('ah' Illodd t hi shot'k C!Ul pl'olHthly he elimillH tl' t! 
b('('IUlsl' tht' lip ( ' IUl be ['all tructed with u smnJI(,1' Ilngle thll n 
thl' mod!'l; thl'refol'n , the cOln'spondillg drug call be l'lillli -
ll11tl'd ill full-s('al(' mod(,ls. The shock l'xists in the model s 
kst!'d , hOwl'vl' r , alld ('an br s('cn in thl' 'ch li ('I'(' 1l pitotogrnph s. 
(S('(' fi g. Hi.) 
Th l." internal part of the diffuscl' was designed to havc a 
grudual in Cl'ease in section from the lip of the cowlillg to 
thr pnd of the diffuser. The divc rg 'ney of the stream tulH' 
inl'reflsed at the l']HI of th(' diffuse r and wa practically zel'O 
IlL the lip of the cow ling. Th(' long throat at the minimum 
s('ctioll wa' induded to l'eduee the epilra.tion 'clu e to the 
strong shock ilncl to decrcl1se the effect of di tUl'baIl(:('s 
pI'o('1 ul'l'd in the ' ubson ic pal't, as i hown in rdCI'eIl('l' 7. 
The average angle of divergellt:y of the tream tubl' is ° 
(total) . 
For (,VPI'Y model and fo1' evel'y \luclt numbe1', diffr. I'('nt 
- - 1 
--1-- - - --- -
__ J 
--- - 3.50 
3.50 I t- ----
__ 1--_ 
__ I 
t( 'sts W!' I'(' mndl' with diffel'pnt vltlue of hu ek pre stl re. Thl' 
bllek PI '(,SS lll'(, \\"II Vlll'iNl by moving the po ition of a plug 
Ilt th!' l'xit of till' diffus('I' (fig. 14). S('v(,l'ul combinations of 
('OIlt'S IIlld ('()\\'lillg's W('!'t ' tl'st('d. '1'11(' modt'l s W('1'(' dl'signl'd 
",itlt till' I'ollo\\'illg g:('()Illl'trind p!tl'llm/'tl'rs. Th!' fil '"t mode1 
had II :l(j 0 ('011(' 111lg'1<' IIlld BJ WIts 42° (('Olll' I , ('o wlillg I) . Till' 
S('('lllld Ill od P[ had thl' "'n lll ~' C'OIl(' IIngl(, but B/ WI1S -Hio (C'O lll' 
II , ('o \\'lillg II ). 'I'll(' third Illodel had fl 25° ('on(~ I1llglt' and 
B/ \\, Il"; l· hO::;l' ll to ('orl'('spond to tht' illclilln tio ll of tht' shoc k 
fOi' thl' 2:i o ('0 11(' fol' t Ill' sanH' \fac h llullllwl' (2.00) fol' whieh 
t il! ' sllo('k i,.; illclilled 42 ° fol' tIll' ;W o cone; thl' angl r 8/ \\'ns 
:W.;io ((,Olll' Ill , ('ow ling' [Il ) . 
Till' co wlings for these thrc(' ('ombination must lH' de-
s iglll'd t Ill'ol'c t ically to have t he direct ion of th e Ii ps parallel 
to Lhe st reamlines . Becilllse snwll- 'calt' mouds \\' ere used , 
it was Ilot possi !>l(, to keep til( ' Iwgle of th e cowling neal' th e 
lip ItS ::;mall ItS is dl',.;il'l'd !lnd IlS lIlusL be the ea e for a full-
s('11 1(, llIodel. 'ril e Il llgle wa ' tlJ('J'l'fol'c placed half outsidl' 
Iwd half in side the theorcti(,al dirl'l'lioll of th ' ' Lream OIl 
Lh(' assumption lImt the ('ompl'l'SSiOll oULside eUll be avoided 
ill II full-scllle mod el. Th e ex ternnl indillations of cowlings 
I , 'Jl, and III were 21°,19°. a nd 17.2°, respectively, 
It lld t hc interllal inclinntion Wl'(,(' 19°, 17°, and 15.2°, 
re ' pcct ively. ('owling 111 , designed for the 25° cone model, 
WI1 ttl 0 tes t('t1 \\-itIt r.;one I, and ('owling II \Va testl,d with 
COIle 1 to det ermine the scnsi tivity of the plll'nomenil to 
small variatio n of- gcom etrical parameters . 
B ecause no drag llH'llSU rClllenLS Wl'l'C madc, tIte exLernll l 
shape of th c co \\'ling wus desiglwd ill accordanC.'l' wilh aero-
dynamic nileria Ilea l' the li p onl .,-, whercas in th e bUl'k 
]In rL only ('on ll'ucLioll!l.l cl'i t l'ria \\,l're ('Oil id l' l'ed. 
Plone of survey 
3.562 - 2 .05 
Onlin:ltt'S or C()lll'S UIHJ cowlillJ.!!' 
Com' I COIl(' II COfl( ' lJl ( ·ow Un J.! 1 Cowling II Cowling III 
-- ------ -------- -- ----1------ -------- ------- - -- ------;---
X I H x I H x I R J' , H, R, 1' , R, R , x, R, ' R, 
---- - --- ----- - - --- - ---- ----- ----- - -. ---- ----- - ------ ------ - ----
u 0 II II II II 0.7X75 II. 7~i!i II U. i25 n.725 II n.7X7;' (1.787.1 
.25 . 144 .25 . 144 .2;;11 . I Ii . 1 12 • )012.'") · 2[~! · i~ .815 . 100 _ 81 7 . 82.'; 
.50 .2Illl . [.0 .21l1! . [,00 .2:la . 2 · X2lj · XI.1 · [~M! · M2~ . MOO .2!M) . !!34 . MoSS 
.75 . 43~ . i5 .420 . i:'lU . :I.'iO .:1 · X:\7 · \MMI · j;)() .I\4U · U50 .3IX! 42 . 891 
1.00 . 5211 LIM) . 50 1 I. IMK! .41i(i .4 · M42 .Y~II 1. IM)IJ • S41i · YIl5 . ~72 ·Hi · Y 1 ~ 
.125 .564 1. 25 .54U I. 250 . . >50 . Ii .M-Ili · YOU I. 2.';U 41i · W2 .551! .840 · Y5<O 
.150 .54Y 1. 50 .540 1..'iOO . • 5fi J .M 
· M40 · UM7 1..'iOO · ~4!i · W2 .7[.0 .840 .980 
. !CoS . 539 1. 05 . [I3Y I. 751! .M I.U • M4!i .W2 I. 750 46 . W2 • U5I) .l\4u · W2 
I. ~7(j .53U 1.2 · ~4(j .un 1. Yi5 .1:\46 .9\12 
F ,GUIIE 14. - The models tested . (All dimensions are in inches.) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The values of the pressure recovery obtained for the op-
timum conditions (conditions of strong shock at the lip of 
the inlet) are shown in figure 17 for the different models 
tested . In figure 18 the efficiency of the inlet is shown. 
This efficiency is defined by equat.ion (1) of reference 1 as 
5 [(P )1 /3.5 ] 1j=I-
MI2 
p; -1 (1) 
For comparison the maximum pressure recovery and effi-
ciency obtained experimentally for a type of inlet with 
internal compression as a function of the free-stream Mach 
number are also shown. 
The variat.ion of the pressure recovery obtained when the 
mass flow en tering the inlet decreases is shown in figure 19. 
In this figure the pressure recovery is plotted as a function of 
the 1"atio of the mass flow considered to the maximum mass 
flow possible, a ratio which is called the relative mass How. 
In figure 16 some schlieren photographs for different 
conditions of mass flow into the inlet are shown. The 
schlieren photographs show that when the mass flow de-
M,=1.65 
---'-r-8s'560~ i ~' : I---___ ------~ 
-------------------;t~·/~··· . .7'~~:::::::::::======::J 
1.05···..... ", 
1.00···· ", 
, I 
" 81 .420 
"'< 
creases the phenomena change gradually and steadily 
The tests were made with the shock far from the lip. 
The test results confirm the theoretical predictions and 
show that with an inlet with a central body higher pressure 
recoveries can be obtained than with an inlet with internal 
compression . The tests also show that for a given cone angle 
and for a given Mach number the pressure recovery changes 
very slightly if the value of 0z changes. It is therefore 
possible to obtain very high pressure recovery for the flight 
conditions considered, as found in the tests, and low drag if 
the inlet is designed for the Mach number considered with a 
value ·of 0z very near to the value of Os to elimin.ate the addi-
tive internal drag. In this case the advantage of external 
compression in increasing the pressure recovery is not ~educed 
by a large increase in drag. 
Schlieren photographs show that when the mass flow is 
reduced the strong shock goes outside of the intake and moves 
forward in the direction of the conical shock and the conical 
shock becomes curved. This curvature shows that the ex-
ternal drag increases but the variation is gradual. For the 
low Mach numbers, when the flow behind the conical shock 
becomes subsonic, the variation of the mass flow changes the 
shape of the conical shock which becomes curved. 
M,.1.65 
-.-----;~ ---'-- --- ---------8s'5~o~ 
-----------~----------i.i-. -i.::i, 
1.14' :' :' .~::::::::::=============:J 
1.05 ' ."" "'" 
1.00-" """'! 
'" 8 = 420 
":J 
'" 
FIOURE IS.-Schematic diagram of the aerodynamic phenomena. 
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FIGURE 16.-SchIielen photographs for the inlet with internal compression for different values of relative 
mass flow. //,=30°; // ,=42°. 
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Flfl URE 17.- Experimcntal values of pressure recovery for the optimum conditions as 8 function of Cree-stream Mach number for fixed-geometry inlet. 
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F IOURE IS.-Experimental values of efficiency for the optimum conditions as a function of free-stream Mach number for flxed-geometry inlet. 
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FHlURE 19.-Varlation .of pressure recovery with the relative mass flow. 
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The efficiency of the inlet with external compression is 
very high and therefore a large increase in the value of the 
thrust coefficient will be obtained using this type of inlet, if 
the inlct is designed so as to reduce the drag to a minimum. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A new type of inlet with all thc supersonic part of the 
deceleration ou Lside of the diffu er is analyzed th~oreticalIy, 
and it is shown that this arrangement permits higher pressure 
recover.v than an inlet with internal compression. I t is 
hown also that the external supersonic compression can 
eliminate or reduce all the discontinuities of flow character-
istics which exist for a type of inlet with internal compression 
when the flight :Mach number or the mass flow decreases 
from the vl11ues fixed by the design conditions. The maxi-
mum ml1ss-fiow vl1ril1tion as a function of the free-stream 
Mach number is larger than for the inlet with internal com-
pression I1nd the law of vl1riation is dependent on the angle 
of the central cone. A design criterion is given for reducing 
to a minimum the vl11ue of the drag produced by the external 
supersonic compression which can be high for some flight 
condi tions. 
Experimental results confirm the values of the theoretical 
anl11ysis and show that it is possible to obtain pressure re-
coveries of the order of 95 percent for Ml1ch numbers from 
1.33 to 1.52, 92 percent for a Mach number of the order of 
1.72, and 86 percent for a Mach number of the order of 2.10, 
values which are much higher than the corresponding values 
that can be obtl1ined with an inlet with internl11 compression . 
L ANGLEY AERONAUTICAL L ABORATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., November 14, 1946. 
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